


The Indian Ocean Trade  
in Antiquity

The period from the death of Alexander the Great to the rise of the Islam (c. late 

fourth century bce to seventh century ce) saw a significant growth in economic, 
diplomatic and cultural exchange between various civilisations in Africa, Europe 
and Asia. This was in large part thanks to the Indian Ocean trade. Peoples living  

in the Roman Empire, Parthia, India and South East Asia increasingly had access  
to exotic foreign products, while the lands from which they derived, and the 
peoples inhabiting these lands, also captured the imagination, finding expression 
in a number of literary and poetic works.

The Indian Ocean Trade in Antiquity provides a range of chapters that explore 

the economic, political and cultural impact of this trade on these diverse societies, 
written by international experts working in the fields of Classics, Archaeology, 
South Asian studies, Near Eastern studies and Art History. The three major themes 
of the book are the development of this trade, how consumption and exchange 
impacted on societal developments, and how the Indian Ocean trade influenced the 
literary creations of Graeco-Roman and Indian authors.

This volume will be of interest not only to academics and students of antiquity, 
but also to scholars working on later periods of Indian Ocean history who will find 
this work a valuable resource.

Matthew Adam Cobb is a lecturer in ancient history at the University of Wales 

Trinity Saint David, UK, and his main area of research focuses on Graeco-Roman 
participation in the Indian Ocean trade, as well as cross-cultural engagement 
between the West and East in antiquity.
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3 Indian Ocean trade

The role of Parthia

Leonardo Gregoratti

This spectacle of the Roman army arrayed on one side, the Parthian on the other, 
while these two eminent leaders not only of the empires they represented but also 

of mankind thus met in conference [. . .] it was my fortunate lot to see.1

With these words the Roman historian Velleius Paterculus describes the meeting 
(of which he was an eyewitness) between Augustus’ adopted son Gaius Caesar and 
the Parthian King Phraates V, at the Euphrates in 2 ce. The delegates of the two 

rival super-powers, Rome and Parthia, met on an island in the river to mark the 
limits of the spheres of their political influence that divided the whole known 
world.2 This passage has many extraordinary aspects to it, and offers an invaluable 
attestation of the Parthians’ historical relevance and of the role that should be 
acknowledged to them.

In these few words, although written much later, the sincere enthusiasm of a 
young tribunus is palpable (he later became a chronicler of historical events) – sent 
from Rome into the fabulous East, he was at the limits of his own world. Certainly, 
his young mind and therefore his enthusiasm and expectations were deeply 

influenced by the readings he surely had made: by Herodotus’ accounts of the 
ancient Persians and the exotic lands beyond the Euphrates, or maybe by more 
novelistic stories about Asia and those “far away eastern lands”.

Nonetheless, these few lines represent one of the small number of unbiased 
portraits of the Parthians, the “barbarians” of the East, showing their relevance as 
Rome’s political rivals for supremacy in western Asia and ideological competitors 
for the leadership of the whole of humankind.3 After travelling all the way to that 

island on the Euphrates, as member of Gaius Caesar’s retinue, our Velleius found 
himself in a world at the periphery of the empires, where the Romano-centric  
point of view adopted by intellectuals in the capital revealed all its artificiality and 
lack of meaning. He decided then, alone among his contemporaries, to represent 
that genuine reality, a reality he had experienced living and speaking with the 
people of the frontier, who lived close to the other “masters of the world”.

Sadly, not so many modern scholars decided to follow in their ancient colleague’s 
footsteps. For many years, the study of the Parthian world, in precarious balance 
between the disciplines of Classics and Iranian studies, has been relegated to a 
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marginal place in both disciplines. Studies of this empire have remained deeply 
affected by an unmistakable Romano-centric point of view.4

Fortunately, this peripheral status has begun to change in more recent scholarly 
studies. The Parthian Empire, a state lasting five long centuries, has in recent years 
slowly emerged from the shadow of history to regain its cultural and historical 

identity. In 1996, the conference Das Partherreich und seine Zeugnisse organised 

by Josef Wiesehöfer, which took place in Kiel, Germany, was the starting point for 
a serious investigation concerning the Parthian Empire and its role in ancient 
history. The conference affirmed the necessity for a multidisciplinary approach  
that implies the collaboration of scholars working not only on different fields and 
disciplines, but also investigating different political and cultural realities within 
and outside the borders of the Arsacid state.5

This is in order to be able to deal with Parthia as a composite reality, a con- 
federation of political and cultural subjects interacting with each other and  
with the central authority, embodied by the Arsacid Great King. This element pro-

moted the discussion around the idea of the Parthian state as a “network empire”,6 

allowing the scholars to abandon the traditional “monolithic” conception of a  
chaotic lesser state always on the brink of collapse. In parallel to this new approach, 
Charlotte Lerouge in her book, L’image des Parthes dans le monde greco-romain, 
investigated and reaffirmed the necessity of establishing an independent point  
of view on the Parthians by discussing the role played by western sources in  

our knowledge of the “eastern barbarians”.7 She underlined the need of understand-

ing the prejudices of the western authors by searching for alternative sources to 
integrate the Graeco-Roman ones.8

These two new approaches have completely revolutionized the point of view on 
the Parthian Empire and led to a sort of “Parthian renaissance”. The reaffirmation 
of the role of the Arsacids in the history of the whole ancient world, in particular, 
can also provide some interesting elements to the study of the Indian Ocean trade, 
the “global topic” par excellence in ancient world studies.9 The new point of view 

on the Parthians can somehow integrate the geo-political scenario around the 

Indian Ocean trade, proposing a more composite situation where the role of  
the Arsacids and their political subjects, the so-called “Parthian commonwealth”,10 

or maybe “Parthian federation”,11 can be better defined.
Studies of the Indian Ocean trade in the early centuries of the first millennium ce 

have for many decades, especially since Wheeler’s (and then Casal’s) excavations 
and publication of the finds from Arikamedu, been focused on Indo-Roman trade. It 
could be argued that a whole new field of studies, focused on mainly the traffic of 
goods and men between Roman Egypt and India, has developed, and with good 
reason.12 In ancient times, this was probably the main route crossing the ocean.13 A 

sort of “sea highway” was able to directly connect Asia, the producer of various 
goods, with the most powerful empire of the West where the demand for those goods 
was growing exponentially: Rome.14 Such a Romano-centric, or maybe better 
Egyptian-centric approach to the topic is also imposed by the situation of the sources.

The extraordinary wealth of sources and documentation from Graeco-Roman 

Egypt has played an important role in scholarly understanding of Indo-Roman trade. 
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Even more significantly, the intensive archaeological exploration of the Red Sea 
harbours, Berenike and Myos Hormos, has offered rich and detailed information 
concerning Indian Ocean trade and the relationship between Egypt and other  
trading places on the shores of the Indian Ocean, such as India, southern Arabia and 
the Persian Gulf.15 The materials found in the field have been integrated with the 
priceless information provided by papyri documents, like the Muziris Papyrus to 
mention only the most famous example16 – a type of source that due to its very nature 
is able to provide impressive data, but is limited to the Red Sea/Egypt geographical 
area and the routes connected with it.

Furthermore, the well-known fundamental text that constitutes the basis of the 
discipline, the Periplus Maris Erythraei, was written by someone involved in  
the trade to and from Egypt in the mid-first century ce.17 The author was mainly 

interested in providing useful information about the places along the main Egypt–
India “sea highway”, a route he seems to have known best, due to his direct first-
hand experience.18 The text is the product of Egyptian merchant circles and therefore 
expresses the point of view of businessmen whose interest in other trade routes and 

other co-protagonists of the Indian Ocean trade, like Parthia for example, was very 
limited.19

Also in this field of studies, the research is developing quickly, exploring new 
geographical areas and adopting new perspectives by relating the results of 

excavations and surveys at different sites. As the Norwegian scholar Eivind Seland 
has shown in his very well-documented overview on the topic, new elements of 
discussion and the availability of new sources and materials, rendered the discipline 
mature for a multidirectional and polycentric approach that explores the role of 

other political entities within the Indian Ocean trade.20 This is in order to render the 

discussion less influenced by the overwhelming “Rome–India trade axis” approach.
It seems clear that both fields of studies – the Parthian Empire and the Indian 

Ocean – have significantly developed in the last decades adopting new perspectives. 
In both cases, previous and more limited points of view have been put under 
discussion in favour of wider approaches that focus on the relationships among 

different areas and communities. In the case of the Indian Ocean, this led scholars 
to think in terms of a trans-oceanic network, multiplying the interconnections.  
In the case of the Parthian Empire, a polycentric view has prevailed, involving 
examination of the co-existence of different local political subjects within the 
Parthian political “confederation”.21

Perhaps this recent fragmentation of the once quasi-monolithic Parthian world 

can add another tessera in the mosaic of Indian Ocean trade. Most of the studies 
relating to the materials and sites on the shores of the Indian Ocean demonstrate 

connections with an area defined generally as Mesopotamia or the Persian Gulf. 
The recent trend among scholars of reaffirming the role of the Parthian Empire  
and its subjects in the global history scene can also be applied to Indian Ocean 
studies in order to establish, as far as the scarce sources allow, what part the Arsacid 
super-power played in sea trade. The topic is of course extremely vast, as is the 
geographical scope of the investigation into the Indian Ocean trade. Nonetheless, 
one of the purposes of this chapter, far from being a comprehensive dissertation on 
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the matter, is to point out and connect up a series of facts and historical circumstances 
in order to better define the political subjects involved in the north-western sector 
of Ocean trade: Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf.

First of all, it is necessary to draw due attention to south Mesopotamian harbours 
as key terminals for the Indian Ocean routes by putting together some scattered 

evidence appearing in ancient sources. These traffic points were ruled directly by 
the Arsacids or belonged to a political entity, the kingdom of Characene, which can 
be defined as part of the Parthian commonwealth or federation, a network including 
all the minor autonomous authorities depending to some degree on the Arsacid 

Great King.22

Of course when dealing with Indian Ocean connections, it is appropriate to  
start from the Periplus. Even a work characterized by such an Egypt-centric 
perspective offers a few lines dedicated to the Persian Gulf route: obviously a 

secondary one in the author’s mind, but whose existence could not be omitted 
entirely. This fact in itself is already telling. It seems clear, from the text that even 
the more distant destinations, like for example the remote harbours of East Africa, 
were clearly not of primary relevance for the author, but they nonetheless belonged 
to his trade horizon and had to be mentioned in his work. A reader of the Periplus, 
a merchant or businessman operating on the main route, would surely have met 
merchants and goods coming from southern Mesopotamia or directed there. 
Consequently, in order to provide a complete description of the trade context, such 
secondary traffic branches could not be left out. What the anonymous author writes 
is interesting:

Beyond the straits (the Hormuz Straits), that very great and broad sea, the 
Persian Gulf, reaches far into the interior. At the upper end of this Gulf there 
is a market-town designated by law, called Apologus, situated near Charax 
Spasini and the River Euphrates. Sailing through the mouth of the Gulf, after 
a six-days’ course there is another market-town of Persia called Ommana. To 
both of these market-towns large vessels are regularly sent from Barygaza.23

The Persian Gulf is in itself a suitable way to reach the interior of the Asian continent 

and this for the author seems to be the main function of the Gulf in the Indian Ocean 

traffic system. Crossing the straits and sailing the Gulf meant getting in connection 
with inner Mesopotamia and its cities, in particular Seleucia on the Tigris, the 
largest and most populous metropolis outside the Roman borders.24 The places 

mentioned seem to be instrumental in this role.

The most important trading station in that area is the market-harbour Apologos, 
close to the river Euphrates where goods can be transferred in order to continue 
towards the mainland.25 This market-town is explicitly connected with Spasinou 
Charax, the capital of the Arsacid client kingdom of Characene. Apologos is  
defined as emporion nomimon, a place where trade was regulated by specific laws 
and where transactions took place under the supervision of representatives of the 

political authority.26 This fact suggests that Apologos was the only place where 

international trade activity was authorized, by Characenian kings, by Parthian, or 
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both, at the time of the Periplus, and justifies the fact that it is the only south 
Mesopotamian harbour mentioned. Other sources, for example, the Palmyrene 
inscriptions, mention other terminals connected with Spasinou Charax, like 
Teredon and Forat.27 It is interesting that the harbour of Apologos appears only in 

the Periplus. Perhaps the site and its relevance, connected maybe with its special 
status, were short-lived and contemporary to the Periplus or perhaps Apologos 

should be identified as one of the other sites mentioned in the Palmyrene texts.
The other market-town of “Persia”, that is, Parthia/Characene, is Ommana  

on the southern shore of the Persian Gulf. Recent discoveries lead to the place, 
whose name appears frequently in the writings of western geographers,28 being 

identified with the site complex ed-Dur-Mleiha-Dibba,29 at the mouth of the Gulf.30 

Archaeological excavations at the site of Mleiha, in the hinterland, revealed  
a wealthy and structured settlement, probably the administrative centre upon  
which the two other harbours, ed-Dur and Dibba, on the Persian Gulf and Gulf of 
Oman, depended.31 In all these sites, the material evidence and the large presence 
of imported pottery and objects attest to intense contacts with Parthia, the 
Mediterranean area and India in the early centuries of our era.32 All these sites, 
according to the anonymous author, were under the political influence of the 
Parthian Empire if not part of the Arsacid “confederation”. The Indian imports in 
particular seem to confirm the anonymous Periplus writer’s other words.33 From 

Barygaza, a relevant trade centre in north-eastern India, convoys of trade ships 
regularly sailed for the Gulf, reaching ed-Dur-Mleiha-Dibba (Ommana) and the 
capital of Characene.

This passage, and the reference to direct contacts from India to Characene, 
mirrors a much later text from Cassius Dio, referring to the historical events that 
took place only a few decades after the writing of the Periplus. In 116 ce after a 

series of extraordinary victories and a quick descent along the Euphrates and after 
conquering Ctesiphon, Seleucia and all Mesopotamia, that is to say the core of 
Parthian political and economic power, the Roman Emperor Trajan reached the 
Gulf shores.34 The historian writes:

Athambelus, the ruler of the island in the Tigris, remained loyal to Trajan [. . .] 
and the inhabitants of the Palisade of Spasinus, as it is called, received him 
kindly; they were subject to the dominion of Athambelus. Then he came to the 
ocean itself, and when [. . .] had seen a ship sailing to India, he said: “I should 
certainly have crossed over to the Indi, too, if I were still young.35

Cassio Dio’s information is complementary to that of the Periplus. The city of 

Spasinou Charax appears, as well as the centre of the local kingdom of Characene. 
The Emperor himself is a witness to the fact that ships and goods sailed back to 
India from northern Gulf harbours. If one of the purposes of the whole Parthian 

war, as has been suggested, was to lay hands on the terminals of the sea routes that 
remained outside Roman control,36 then it is likely to think that the traffic through 
the Gulf involved a not negligible percentage of the movements of goods to and 

from India. This last text integrates the information given by the Periplus: the two 
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passages combined demonstrate that an active and intense sea route between 

Characene/Parthia and India, through the Persian Gulf station of Ommana, existed 
and it ran in both directions. Besides, the texts state clearly that the Parthian and/or 
Characene political authority ruled over this trade route and its main stations.

A third text can be added to the two already mentioned. It refers to the events 

which occurred a few years before Trajan’s campaigns and the facts narrated by 
Cassius Dio. Between 91 and 101 ce, with the campaigns to the West operated  
by the General Ban Zhao, the Parthian Kingdom entered the political scene of the 
Chinese Han Empire (Anxi in the Chinese sources).37 Around 97 ce, Gan Ying, an 
important Chinese court dignitary was placed at the head of a diplomatic mission 
with the task of establishing contacts and business relationships with that realm 

which the Chinese knew well to be the final destination for most of the goods  
they were exporting to the West: the Kingdom of Da Qin – the Roman Empire. His 
narration was later collected in the more general historical work, the Hou Hanshou, 
the official annals of the Later Hans.

Gan Ying states that the westernmost place his mission was able to reach was the 
country of Tiaozhi, which most modern scholars identify with Mesene/Characene, 
on the northern shores of the Persian Gulf.38 The Chinese knew that the Parthian 
king wanted to avoid direct contacts between the powerful empires.39 A commercial 

agreement and a direct collaboration between the Romans and Chinese would  
have deprived the Parthians of the high earnings related to long-distance trade and 

the Arsacid crown of the substantial revenue derived from the taxation of the 

transported goods.

Unfortunately for Gan Ying and his explorative mission, upon their arrival in 
Mesene, the region had been occupied by the Great King’s troops.40 It is thus likely 

that the officials and merchants with whom the Chinese mission was in contact 
were government agents or men properly trained to provide information and 

answers in line with Arsacid interests. In fact, the report of Gan Ying says:

He reached Tiaozhi next to a large sea. He wanted to cross it, but the sailors of 
the western frontier of Anxi (Parthia) said to him: The ocean is huge. Those 

making the round trip can do it in three months if the winds are favourable. 

However, if you encounter winds that delay you, it can take two years. That is 
why all the men who go by sea take stores for three years. The vast ocean urges 

men to think of their country, and get homesick, and some of them die.41

Apart from the cunning trick adopted to fool the Chinese diplomat and convince 
him to retrace his steps, if we accept that Gan Ying reached Mesene/Caracene and 
intended to “cross the sea” to reach Egypt and the Roman Empire, some con- 
sideration can be made. One fact is undeniable: a direct connection by sea between 

southern Mesopotamia/Characene and the Roman Empire, almost certainly Roman 
Egypt, existed and was used, if Gan Ying upon arriving in Mesene felt the need to 
gather information about this possibility to reach Roman territory. It is very 

probable that the Chinese envoy heard about this sea route from the local population 
or from the merchants and officers he came into contact with during his journey. 
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He probably did not witness the sailing of a ship from the shores of the Persian 
Gulf, like Trajan did twenty years later. If he had a direct experience of the harbours’ 
activity and the connected sea route, he would have surely had the chance to 
recognize the truth. Another possibility is that during the Parthian occupation of 
Characene and its harbours, in the last third of the first century ce, the traffic on the 
sea routes departing from Mesene had been reduced. Perhaps this made the role of 
southern Mesopotamia in connecting Parthian cities, with India on one side and 
Egypt on the other, less evident for a foreign visitor.

The Chinese seem to be the only source to mention a direct route between 
Mesene and Roman Egypt, while the Classical texts that we have seen mention 
almost exclusively direct connections with India. We can assume that in any case 

the route existed, but was not intensively used in comparison with that for  
India. The longer distances and the need to cross vast areas of open sea, while the 
connection with India offered the possibility of navigation along the coast, as  
well as the need to wait for favourable winds to reach Egypt from southern Arabia 
and to get back probably dissuaded most Mesopotamian traders from taking that 
route. In the light of these considerations, the motivations given to the Chinese 
ambassador do not seem so abstruse. The local merchants probably thus exaggerated 

the real risks, the same ones that prevented them directly reaching Roman Egypt 
that way.

Another important element that emerges from Gan Ying’s report is the fact that 
he seems to be aware that he has reached the western frontier of the Parthian 

kingdom. The sailors he interrogates are “sailors of the western frontier of Anxi 
(Parthia)”; this would lead one to think that he knew he was close to the border with 
the Roman Empire. Nonetheless, he did not attempt to travel up the Euphrates to 
reach the Syrian border, along with Palmyrene caravans. Probably according  
to Chinese knowledge of the routes or in conformity to specific instructions he 
received from the court, he was interested in entering the Roman Empire through 
Egypt and not through any other access point. It may be that the final destination 
he was trying to reach was not the Roman Empire in general but only Egypt as the 
main arrival point for the goods from the East. Perhaps in the Chinese concept of 
the Western world the two geographical entities were not seen as different.

A few other pieces of evidence from Chinese sources indicate that the existence 
of a sea route between Asia and Rome/Alexandria of Egypt was known.42 The 

Chinese were aware of the relevance in this context of the Egyptian ports. For  
the pre-Sassanid period, it seems that most of the contacts with Anxi/Parthia were 
made by land route, but in the case of Gan Ying, the envoy does not seem really 
interested in the possibility of continuing the journey towards the Roman Near 
East. For him the most obvious way to reach Rome and Egypt was to travel by land 
across the Parthian Iranian plateau as far as the Persian Gulf, then sail off and 
circumnavigate the Arabian Peninsula as far as the Red Sea.

It seems that, beginning with Gan Ying, the idea of a direct connection between 
Mesopotamia/Anxi/Parthia and Egypt/Da Qin appears frequently in Chinese 
sources. The reports of the later Chinese chroniclers, who were convinced that most 
of the trade between Parthia/Anxi and the Roman Empire occurred by sea, should 
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not be underestimated.43 Being the commercial eastern neighbours of Parthia, the 
Chinese were mainly interested in the most suitable trade connections and com- 
mercial stations; thus their information provides a sort of “Oriental Periplus” 
perspective of western Asia where the Persian Gulf routes plays a fundamental  

role. From the Chinese point of view, at least after Gan Ying, the Characene/Mesene 
was a starting point to quickly reach Roman Egypt. The fact that these kinds of 
sources stress this direct connection by sea lets us think that this was a relevant 

route from East to West. Another important element is the fact that, as in the case 
of Gan Ying, southern Mesopotamian harbours were closely connected with land 
routes to and from Central Asia, which seems to be the main route westwards.

To all these textual sources by historians and chroniclers a different kind of 

attestation should be added: the voice of the first protagonists of the Indian Ocean 
trade – that is, the merchants. The Palmyrene traders, since the first century ce, led 
their caravans deep into Parthian Mesopotamia and reached Mesene/Characene 
and its harbours, where they established trade colonies. The merchants who 
returned to the Syrian city used to honour the businessmen and patrons who had 
made the enterprise and the journey practically and financially possible and 
successful, commissioning statues and inscriptions to be displayed in the city 
squares and along the streets.44 In a couple of these texts, both dated to the mid-
second century ce, a well-known “caravan lord” or “caravan protector”, M. Ulpius 
Iarhai, is thanked for having supported a group of merchants coming by ship from 
“Scythia”.45 According to the general interpretation, the two inscriptions would 
prove that Palmyrene merchants reached Barbarikon and Barygaza in the north-
east of the Indian continent, and that Palmyrene ships owned or equipped by fellow 
citizens, sailed regularly in the mid-second century to and from India.

All this scattered evidence contributes to integrate the description provided in 

the Periplus and affirm the Gulf route’s relevance for the Indian Ocean trade. The 
final destinations of the traffic from the Gulf harbours seem to be the same as  
that of the main Egypt–India route . The sources collected do not seem to make 
reference to the role of southern Arabia and its harbours as a regional cross-roads 

where merchants from the Gulf exchanged their goods. All the considered sources 

seem to refer to a direct connection between Characene/Parthia and Egypt at one 
end, and India at the other. Of course, the two systems coexisted, but nothing in our 
sources allows us to think that the Gulf route was a secondary branch of the main 

Egypt–India axis and that the purpose of the southern Mesopotamian harbours was 
to bring merchants and goods only as far as the southern Arabian trading points.46

On the other side of the Indian Ocean, new archaeological discoveries in the 
Indian subcontinent attest to the presence of goods coming from Mesopotamia.47 

For the first centuries ce, the amount of Mesopotamian findings is not comparable 
with those of Roman origin. Still, some distinctive kinds of ceramics constitute 
genuine proof that direct or indirect contacts took place between India and 

Mesopotamia. The so-called “Torpedo Jars” have been found in many Indian  
sites: in the north-west and south-east, as well as in the south-west and in Sri Lanka. 
Although these types of vessels were largely used in Parthian Mesopotamia before 
and during the Arsacid rule, more of the Indian findings seem to be dated to a period 
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from the third century until the fifth/sixth century ce, when the Sassanids were 
already active in building and consolidating their presence in the Persian Gulf, 
southern Arabia and therefore along the Indian Ocean routes.48

The research concerning Parthian-Mesopotamian contacts with India is still just 
beginning, but some kinds of ceramics, less widespread than the Torpedo Jars, 
seem to indicate that goods from west Parthia reached India before the Sassanid 
conquest of Iran. This would provide tangible evidence beyond the texts already 

taken into account, suggesting that the later well-known and solid contacts the 
Persians managed to build with the subcontinent and of which the Torpedo Jars are 

an expression, did not came out of the blue, but were developed from previous 
contacts during the Parthian rule in Iran. Fragments of “Glazed Pottery”, a variety 
of pottery widely in use in Mesopotamia for a long period during and after the 
Arsacid rule have been found in many sites. Like the Torpedo Jars, they have been 
normally dated to the Sassanid age. Some sherds of pale yellow ceramic with  

traces of blue-greenish glaze have been found in the citadel of Tissanharama,  
the capital of the kingdom of Ruhuna (270 bce–500 ce) in today’s southern  
Sri Lanka. The earliest fragments are dated according to their archaeological 
context to the second century ce. These sherds seem to be of the same nature and 

origin as those found in Parthian Mesopotamia, in the Persian Gulf and in southern 
Arabia.49 Sherds of similar “Turquoise Glazed Pottery” or “Parthian Glazed Ware”, 
are also attested to in the other Sri Lankan site of Anuradhapura in the northern part 
of the island.50 These considerations on Sri Lankan Turquoise Glazed Pottery can 
perhaps be valid also for the findings on the continent. At Pattanam/Muziris, a site 
on the west coast of southern India, famous for its Roman imports, sherds of 
Turquoise Glazed Pottery have been found which could also pre-date the Sassanian 
period.51

 “BI-ware”, a glazed ware, characterized by pale yellow clay and a heavy, dark 
green glaze which is connected with the southern Mesopotamia and Persian Gulf 
area, is described by Lize Hannestad and has been reported from sites in Gurajat 
(Junnar, Amreli, Baroda).52 The centre of production of this pottery, found in many 
locations of southern Mesopotamia and the Persian Gulf, could be, according to 
J.-F. Salles who found it on Failaka island, the kingdom of Characene.53

Scattered, still disputed and very limited evidence, in comparison with Sassanian 
and Roman imports, seem to confirm, with all due caution, the existence of a sea 
route connecting Parthia/Characene and India, thus integrating the information 
provided by the texts. Of course these findings would prove only that Mesopotamian 
goods travelled as far as India, like the Roman imports, and, like the Roman 
imports, the integration of texts, inscriptions and archaeological data seems to 
indicate that goods and men crossed the Ocean to and from southern Mesopotamia 
and India. The Persian Gulf and Characene routes were thus not a mere of extension 
of the main trans-oceanic route. The Mesopotamian traders did not limit themselves 
to funnelling their goods into the main traffic route, but actively travelled and 
traded in both directions.

All the texts taken into account make reference to some kind of political authority 

responsible for the promotion of trade activity in the centres and harbours of 
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southern Mesopotamia. The Periplus mentions the capital city of Spasinou Charax 
and alludes to an authority in charge of controlling and regulating the trade activity. 

A few years later, the Chinese diplomat Gan Ying alludes to a military occupation 
of the area by the king of Anxi/Parthian. Finally, almost twenty years later, Trajan 
is welcomed by Attambelos, Characene’s local ruler, who clearly had deserted the 
side of the Great King after hearing of the successes of the Roman legions.

From the last years of the second century bce, as attested by cuneiform 
documents from Babylon and by Parthian coin emissions in Seleucia on the Tigris, 
the Arsacids were able to establish a firm rule over the whole of Mesopotamia, 
including Mesenian harbours.54 Are these references to the Great King’s direct 
authority or to the authority of a vassal king dependent on him, enough to put into 
discussion the stereotyped idea of the Parthians as a mainly continental superpower, 
that is, central Asiatic horse-riders and therefore not skilled in seafaring or the naval 
trade? In other words, can we say the Parthians were directly involved in the Indian 
Ocean trade? The answer to the question is not easy and lies at the very nature of 

the Parthian rule and on the relationship between Arsacid central power and 

Characene royal authority.
Since its very beginning, the Parthian kingdom was characterised by a strongly 

decentralised nature. The Arsacid monarchs conferred their royal prerogatives on 

local political subjects which were strongly rooted in the territory, in order to assure 
control of the most important districts. In the domains under the Great King’s 
authority, there were thus local dynasties, endowed with an independent political 
life and administrative organisation. These “client” kings were bound by the oath 
of allegiance they made to the Parthian king. Nonetheless, their high degree of 
autonomy allowed them to develop an individual policy concerning both the 

international situation and the exploitation of the territorial sources and the trade 

possibilities their lands offered.55

The Characenian kingdom, or Mesene, constitutes the better known among  
these ancient principalities, a “client” monarchy that could date its origins back in 
time until the last period of Seleucid rule. Its capital and most important city was 
Spasinou Charax, named after Hyspaosines, a Seleucid governor, self-proclaimed 
king and founder of the local dynasty.56 The same seafaring skills that the Arsacids 

lacked was the strength of the Charcenians, once the Parthians made themselves 
the new masters of the area. Heir to the Seleucid naval organisation in the Persian 
Gulf, Hyspaosines had already been able to exert effective control over the sea 
routes connecting Mesopotamia with the Gulf in the second century bce, as attested 
by a Greek inscription from Bahrain.57

The Arsacid Great Kings soon understood that such commercial activity could 
represent a chance for huge income. Thus, instead of directly occupying Characene, 
the Parthians acknowledged as king of Characene, Apodakos, Hyspaosine’s son 
and successor. He maintained his father’s throne as a vassal monarch of the Parthian 
Great King, with the right to mint his own coins. This is the royal authority the 
Periplus is referring to: a semi-independent kingdom, able to exert a thalassocracy 
on the Gulf and enjoying significant autonomy, but, nonetheless, perceived of as a 
direct expression of the Parthian/”Persian” rule by the anonymous author.
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A few decades later, according to Gan Ying’s report, it seems that the Parthian 
Great King’s control over the country had been enforced. A passage in the Hou 
Hanshou states: “Later on, Anxi (the Arsacid kingdom) conquered, and subjugated 
Tiaozhi (Characene). They have, in fact, installed a Senior General there to 
supervise all the small towns.”58 The Chinese report appears to record a precise 
political situation. The Arsacids seem to have militarily occupied the kingdom, 
transforming Characene into a Parthian satrapy and nominating an Army official 
as responsible for the points of major economic interest: the cities and river 
harbours. The reasons why the Parthian leadership intervened are not clear. It was 

probably part of Great King Vologases I’s policy aimed at reaffirming his authority 
over all his vassal monarchs (continued by his son Pacoros II). What seems clear 

is that this solution was temporary: a few years later in fact the local Royal rule  

was restored.59

The Characenian dynasty was not disposed to renounce its autonomist preroga-

tives, as shown by the episode relating to Trajan, and narrated by Cassius Dio. For 
Attambelos VII, king in Characene since 113/14 ce, the authority of the Roman 
Emperor who soon or later would have come back to his distant capital would  
be preferable than that of the much closer Arsacids. The latter, in fact, for two  
centuries had been trying to increase their power by enforcing their influence on 
the government of the most wealthy and important among their “client” kingdoms, 
Characene.

Thus Attambelos, hearing that Trajan was approaching Mesene with an army  
and a fleet, without much ado went to his kingdom’s northern borders to greet 
Trajan and offer him submission. But the failure of the invasion and Trajan’s  
death brought about Attambelos’ political ruin and the ruin of the Characene  
local dynasty as well. The Parthians solved the Characenian problem once and  
for all by putting a member of the Arsacid dynasty on the throne and bringing to  

an end the Hyspaosinid line of succession.60 The next mention of Characenian 
royalty occurs fourteen years after Trajan’s wars (131 ce) in an inscription 

mentioning a king named Mithridates, the first king of Characene bearing an Iranic 
Arsacid name.

This, along with other texts, can be taken into consideration in order to shed light 
on Mithridates’ rule and clarify the nature of the tighter control the Arsacids now 
exerted on the small kingdom and on its harbours and routes after the local dynasty’s 
demise. The mentioned inscription in Palmyrene Aramaic was found in the agora 

of the Roman caravan city, well beyond both Characene and Parthian borders:

[This is the image of] Yarhai, son of Nebuzabad, grandson of Šammallath, son 
of Aqqadam, citizen of Hadriane Palmyra, satrap of the Thilouanoi for the king 
Meherdates of Spasinou Charax. The merchants of Spasinou Charax in his 
honour, in the year 442 (131 ce), in the month of Xandios (April).61

Yarhai, son of Nebuzabad, was a citizen of Palmyra, thus a subject of the Roman 
Empire. He was certainly a pre-eminent figure within the circle of merchants 
operating in the Mesenian capital city (Spasinou Charax). The presence of 
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Palmyrene merchants and the existence of a network of Palmyrene trade colonies 

in Parthian territory and in the harbours of Characene was well-known since the 
mid-first century ce and had grown in parallel with the increase in the commercial 

relevance of the Syrian oasis. What differentiates this text from the other so-called 
“caravan inscriptions” is the reference to the specific office held by Yahrai in  
the new king’s administration as governor of the district of Tylos, that is to say the 
present-day island of Bahrain, long a possession of the Characene kings.

Mithridates came to power after many decades of Mesenian independence  
and struggle to affirm their political identity. He was imposed by a foreign Great 
King who had punished the traditional dynasty with suppression for its betrayal.  
It seems understandable that he tried to establish a new state administration, 
appointing men who proved themselves essential for the implementation of his 

policy, like Yarhai, to positions of responsibility. He appointed as governor of 
Tylos, a district vital to the Persian Gulf’s merchant system, one of the leaders  
of the Palmyrene merchant community whose interests were closely connected 

with the perfect functioning of the trade routes. In order to maintain the efficiency 
of the Gulf routes, and assuring the income provided by the taxation of the goods 
for the Arsacids, the political responsibility over commercial areas was conferred 
to those people who could benefit from the efficiency of the merchant organisation 
more than anyone else: the Palmyrenes.

Another interesting element is provided by Mithridates’ royal titulature as it 
appears on his independent coinage, attested from 143/4 ce: Meredates, son of 
Pacoros, King of Kings, king of the Ommanes. This proves that King Mithridates 
was a member of the Arsacid dynasty, son of the former Great King Pacoros II 
(80–110 ce) and brother of the Great King Vologases II.62

Vologases had to appoint a dynamic monarch, open to collaboration with 
foreigners, ready to understand and exploit the region’s potential, and capable of 
protecting his lord’s interests in a region where the Arsacid authority could be 
contested. That man had to be particularly loyal to Vologases and the Arsacid house 
in order that he would not to abuse the wide political autonomy implied in his  

role of commercial mediator between Rome and Ctesiphon. He had to be able to 
exploit the proficiency of the Palmyrene merchants in the most convenient way  
for the Crown, providing them with all the government support they needed to  
carry on their business in the most effective way. One of his brothers, Mithridates, 
was chosen and a real synergy was put into action in consideration of the large 

income which all the trading partners, Palmyra and the Romans, on one side, the 
Characenians and Vologases II on the other, could generate.

The titulature shows that that Characene and Palmyrene merchants maintained 
control over the whole Persian Gulf as far as Ommana, identified as we said, by 
modern scholars with the complex of sites of ed-Dur, Dibba and Mleiha, in today’s 
United Arab Emirates, close to the Strait of Hormuz at the point where the Gulf 
route met the Indian Ocean “highway”. A third inscription proves that the key 
kingdom of Characene had become so tightly connected with the Arsacid royal 
house that assuring its control was an indispensable factor in order to be able to 

establish a firm rule over the whole of Parthia. The famous inscription on the 
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Heracles’ statue from Seleucia on the Tigris adds more detailed information about 
Mithridates’ fate:

In the year of the Greeks 462 (151 ce) the King of Kings Arsaces Vologases, 
son of Mithridates king, led a military expedition into Mesene against 
Mithridates king, son of previous ruler Pacorus, and after king Mithridates had 
been expelled from Mesene, became the ruler of all of Mesene and of this 
bronze statue of the god Heracles, which he himself transported from Mesene, 
placed in this Sanctuary of the god Apollo who guards the Bronze Door.63

Mithridates, thanks to his trade hegemony over southern Mesopotamia and the 
Persian Gulf, his trade policy and his allies, had become powerful and influential. 
He had at his disposal an efficient commercial organisation. This situation became 
unsustainable when Vologases III took power in Ctesiphon, beginning a new 
Arsacid Dynasty (148 ce). For Vologases III, Mithridates was a dangerous rival, a 
loyal servant of his predecessor. He solved this problem by conquering the vassal 
kingdom. Mithridates was deposed and Orabzes II, loyal to the new Great King, 
and possibly a relative, was appointed in Mithridates’ place (151 ce).64

This fact did not undermine the synergy established with the Palmyrenes.65 

Under the new king, with his support and protection – which meant with the  
support and protection of the new Parthian Great King – the Palmyrene merchant 
expeditions continued to cross the Arsacids’ territory, traverse the Gulf routes as 
far as Ommana and beyond, spreading Mesopotamian and western goods as far  
as India. The Characene authorities enjoyed different levels of autonomy from  
the central Arsacid power. Various forms of direct and indirect control were  
adopted by the Arsacids, which always resulted in granting the local authorities  
the necessary independence to manage the long-distance trade. Characene kings, 
first alone and later in collaboration with their skilled Palmyrene trading partners, 
actively took part in the Indian Ocean trade, thanks to the powers granted by the 
Arsacids and the strong bond with Parthian authorities. In the second century ce, 
with direct Arsacid control of the kingdom, the Characene trade activity became  
a Parthian trade activity, and the Palmyrene collaboration with Characene, a 
collaboration with the Arsacids. This was a synergy that only a major conflict could 
interrupt.

In 157 ce, only four years before the ferocious Parthian invasion of the Roman 
province of Syria, the Palmyrenes honoured Marcus Ulpius Yarhai, a Roman citizen 
and caravan prince of Palmyra for the role played in supporting their Indian Ocean 

trade through the harbours of Characene, now firmly controlled by the Arsacids, a 
people once considered only “horse riders from central Asia”.66
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